ANNEX A: SAMPLE TEMPLATE OF THE INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATE OF VACCINATION
ISSUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH - BUREAU OF QUARANTINE
PARTS OF THE ICVP (YELLOW CARD)

VACCINE INFORMATION PAGE
DISPLAYS ICV OWNER COMPLETE VACCINE INFORMATION

HOW TO VALIDATE THE ICVP
TO ENSURE AUTHENTIC VALIDATION OF BOQ ISSUED ICVP
VISIT THE BOQ OFFICIAL WEBSITE OR DOWNLOAD
THE BOQ OFFICIAL APP AT GOOGLE PLAY STORE

VISIT BOQ OFFICIAL WEBSITE
https://icv.boq.ph

OR DOWNLOAD BOQ OFFICIAL APP
HOW TO VALIDATE THE ICVP

TO ENSURE AUTHENTIC VALIDATION OF BOQ ISSUED ICVP VISIT THE BOQ OFFICIAL WEBSITE OR DOWNLOAD THE BOQ OFFICIAL APP AT GOOGLE PLAY STORE

CLICK THE “VERIFY BOQ CERTIFICATE” BUTTON TO OPEN BOQ QR SCANNER APPLICATION

HOW TO VALIDATE THE ICVP

TO ENSURE AUTHENTIC VALIDATION OF BOQ ISSUED ICVP VISIT THE BOQ OFFICIAL WEBSITE OR DOWNLOAD THE BOQ OFFICIAL APP AT GOOGLE PLAY STORE

UPON VERIFICATION, SCAN RESULT SHALL DISPLAY USER ICVP (YELLOW CARD) IN DIGITAL FORMAT

PRINTED ICVP AND DIGITAL ICVP SHOULD HAVE THE SAME INFORMATION

VALIDATE ICVP BY SCANNING THE QR CODE USING BOQ APP/WEBSITE OR GENERIC QR READER

DOWNLOAD ICVP

USER CAN DOWNLOAD THE DIGITAL ICVP IN PDF FORMAT AND STORE IT IN HIS/HER DEVICE
HOW TO VALIDATE THE ICVP

TO ENSURE AUTHENTIC VALIDATION OF BOQ ISSUED ICVP
VISIT THE BOQ OFFICIAL WEBSITE OR DOWNLOAD
THE BOQ OFFICIAL APP AT GOOGLE PLAY STORE

FAKE ICVP

UPON VERIFICATION OR SCAN
RESULT SHALL DISPLAY ICVP NOT FOUND

NO DIGITAL ICVP

ICVP NOT FOUND
TRY AGAIN